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Lecture Overview
1 Classical superposition
2 Quantum superposition
3 Classical measurement

↳ Quantum Measurement

Bonus Understand Schrodinger
Cat experiment



Recap
Classical Quantum

• Macroscopic object
• Microscopic

• continuous variables • discrete variables
• Newton Lau f-ma • Schrodinger fqn
•Observation /Measurer • observe /measure
doesnot change the change the
change system

Ouantum phenomena is super
unintu.tn , because we don't see it
in our everyday classical lifes ! '

,

It's confusing To everyone ! !



Classical superposition
is intuitive since we use it
in owe every lives ( unlike quantum)

define : when you take two every
day objets and add them

together to give a third district
objet

Example
• waves



•vector addition
seig , forces

Fine + Éaz = Ftotal



Quantum
superposition

when a quantum Pattee can

be in many
different "atavists

"

at the same time ?

Particle→ state

"

arrangements
"
→ definite /basis stale

1¥17



Definitions
Ket state notation

How we write quantum
object 1 particle>

1 cat> = a 1alive> tbl dead)

state
is any particular way

a system can be in

definite state arrangements

is one af special that
a quantum system can be measured
in fÉQ



Superposition Example
Position : Hydrogen atom

⑨qm}←
> electron

•

↳proton

1electron> = fdxflx) 1×7

III.e

electron is in a

super position of position
Fee's



Superposition Example
Coin flip analogy

1 coin> =alH7
+ bit>

Potok wwhhenenlhe coin is in the
air , is its state : a) Heads

b)Tails
e) Superposition ofHet?

coin is in a super position
of heads and tails at the
same time in the air

1T¥,



Classical
Measurement

When you Measure
a classical

object you don't expect the

object to change due to the
measurement process



Quantum
Measurement

Axiom of quantum physics
when a quantum state
is measured , the quantum
state collapses into a

definite Asasis state with a

specific probability
i. e.
, measurement changes 1

the quantum state

WEIRD



Quantum Measurement Example

coin flip analogy
1 coin> = alt> + BIT> /

AFTER Measurement

Koin> →M1H? with prob ad
or IT> with prob b 2

EI : Fair coin 50150
⇒ a2= 0.5 = lot
⇒ a=fg=b

⇒/coin > =fg 1H>+ tank>

unfair coin, different a,b



https://youtu.be/uWMTOrux0LM

Schrodinger's
bat

Let's watch this

• In the box , the cat is in

a super position of both
alive and dead : Kat> = a lake>t

bl dead>
• But after opening bot, measurement
gives either alive OR dead , bycollapsing onto definite state: lake> Prob a'

ldead> Prob bt



BreakoutRooms
Discuss the classical

version of Schrodinger's cat,
where the box is always open.

Discuss how the
classical version is different
from the quantum version

5. mins



Big Ideas
Quantum physics is an intuitive
2) Quantum states can exist
in a super position of many
different definite/basis states,( arraigned

3) Measurement collapses the
superposition onto a specific
arrangement/basis state, with a spate
probability.#e measurement changesthe state




